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Abstract
Vegetation phenology is vital in understanding various forestry related activities. Here,
the objectives were to determine the spatial dynamics of two phenological stages during
spring season [i.e. snow gone (SGN), and coniferous needle flushing (CNF)] in the
Canadian province of Alberta for years 2006-08. In the first phase, the potential of
MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)-based indices [i.e., enhanced
vegetation index (EVI), normalized difference water index (NDWI), and normalized
difference snow index (NDSI)] were evaluated in determining the SGN stages. It
revealed that NDWI at 2.13µm demonstrated best prediction capabilities (i.e., on an
average ~65.6% of the cases fell within ±1 period or ±8 days of deviation). In the second
phase of delineating CNF, the logical ‘OR’ combination between the thresholds of NDWI
at 2.13µm (i.e., 0.525) and accumulated growing degree days (AGDD of 200 degree
days) were found to be generating the best results (i.e., on an average ~68.7% of the cases
fell within ±1 period of deviation). Overall, the outcomes of this research demonstrated
its effectiveness in delineating the phenological stages of interest by use of remote
sensing-based methods at a spatial resolution of 500m.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

If Spring came but once a centaury instead of once a year, or burst forth with
the sound of an earthquake and not in silence, What wonder and expectation there would
be in all hearts to behold the miraculous change.
: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882).

1.1 Background
Boreal forests are the largest biome in the world and have circumpolar extents at subarctic latitudes in the northern hemisphere (see Figure 1.1; Hart and Chen, 2006). At
global level, it is accounted for one-third portion of all of the forested regions (Simpson
et al., 2011), whereas the Canadian boreal forest is ~8% of the global forest (Hassan et
al., 2006).

In Canadian context, boreal forest covers uninterrupted band of landmass from east coast
to west coast (see Figure 1.2; Weber and Stocks, 1998); where northern limits defined by
the tree line extent and southern boundaries coinciding to prairie and temperate forests
(CCFM, 2011). The 34% of the Canada’s total landmass is forested; with boreal forests
amounting to 77% of this forested landscapes (Power and Gillis, 2006). It is storage of
~71.4 billion tonnes of carbon, with an additional of ~136.7 billion tonnes of carbon in
the boreal peat lands (Carlson et al., 2009). Thus it is important for us to study the boreal
forest dynamics in particular to understand the impact of climate on the vegetation (i.e.,
vegetation phenology).
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Figure 1.1: Extent of the Boreal biome across the northern hemisphere.

Source: http://www.borealcanada.ca/popup.html?images/maps/global-boreal.gif
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Figure 1.2: Extent of the Boreal biome across the landscape of Canada

Source: http://www.borealcanada.ca/popup.html?images/maps/canadas-boreal-2007.gif

1.2 Vegetation Phenology
Vegetation phenology is the study of understanding the occurrence and timing of the
recurring responses of the plants (White et al., 2009; McCloy, 2010; Liang et al., 2011).
It is important in describing various forestry related functionalities; such as vegetation
growth, rate of carbon sequestration, hydrological cycle, insect outbreak, forest fire, and
effects of natural disturbances among many other (Westerling, 2006; Julien and
Sobriono, 2007; Jönsson et al., 2010).
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In most of the instances, the climatic variables are primarily responsible for seasonal and
inter-annual variability observed in the phenological events at local, regional, and global
scales (Cleland et al., 2007; Dufour and Morin, 2010). In particular to boreal forested
regions, the phenological stages can broadly be classified/categorized into the following
categories: (i) snow stages; (ii) spring onset; (iii) greening-up stages; (iv) bud
developmental stages; and (v) peak growing season (Delbart et al., 2008; White et al.,
2009; Gu et al., 2010). These classes can be further sub-classified on the basis of the type
of vegetation, e.g., understory, grass, deciduous, and coniferous phenology.

In general, phenological cycle is divided into three major classes recurring after each
other as shown in Figure 1.3. For example: (i) the beginning of year falls under winter
dormancy stage with prevailing snow cover; (ii) spring dynamics referred as ‘green-up’;
(iii) finally, the season transects into the peak growing season stages, and ends up again
at the onset of winter season.

Among the various stages, the spring phenological events have been considered in the
scope of this Thesis. Generally, the spring phenology, i.e. ‘green-up’, spans from the
stages of snow melt to the beginning of peak growing season. Based on the type of
vegetation and the associated phenomenon the stages of green-up are further subdivided
into four categories (FFMT, 1999). These are:
(i)

Snow stages;

(ii) Grass stages;
(iii) Deciduous stages; and
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(iv) Coniferous stages.

Figure 1.3: Boreal phenological cycle

In this study, the two particular green-up stages are of interest; namely “snow gone”
(SGN) and “conifer needle flushing” (CNF). The SGN is the last phenological stage
recorded of the melting snow covers (FFMT, 1999). The melting snow covers induce a
green-up by exposing the vegetation; especially over the evergreen stands. The SGN
stage marks the end of the snowmelt and may coincide to the beginning of green-up
through the vegetation vigour (Delbart et al., 2005). The CNF stage, on the other hand, is
the last phenological stage recorded of the bud development during the green-up phase
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(FFMT, 1999). After the needle flushing the major spring activity of the conifers, i.e.
physiological processes prominently aiming generation of new foliar, would potentially
cease (Hannerz, 1999). In other words CNF may mark the end of further green-up of
vegetation. Hence, the two stages of interest are important in determining the actual
length of the vegetation activity during the spring.

1.3 Objectives
In the scope of the Thesis, the overall goal is to develop methods in determining the
spring phenological stages of interest over the boreal forest-dominant regions in the
Canadian Province of Alberta using primarily remote sensing data. The developed
methods should be able to define the spatial dynamics of the vegetation phenological
stages, thus the outcomes may potentially be useful in understanding various widespread
landscape dynamics. Those include forest fire management, climate change, carbon
budgets, Ecohydrology, among others. The specific research objectives of this Thesis are
to:
(i) develop methods for determining SGN, and implement over Alberta in
generating the spatial dynamics; and
(ii) develop methods for determining CNF, and implement over the conifer dominant
boreal forest stands in Alberta

1.4 Thesis Structure
This Thesis consists of five (5) chapters. Chapter one (this one) provides background
information about boreal forest and vegetation phenology. It also provides objectives of
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this research. Chapter two presents literature review regarding the works related to the
delineation of the phenological stages and their importance. It also provides a brief
description of the remote sensing platform used in the study. Chapter three provides a
brief description of the study area and required datasets.

Chapter four describes the proposed methods used in this study in achieving the research
objectives. Chapter five presents the outcomes of the research and discussion on the
results. Chapter six provides concluding remarks by summarizing the entire work, its
contribution and further possibilities of the research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is divided into 4 sections. The first section (i.e., 2.1) describes various
phenological stages associated with spring season and their importances. Second section
(i.e., 2.2) provides review on the methods in determining the phenological stages of
interest. Third section (i.e., 2.3) presents the characteristics of widely employed remote
sensing sensor in phenological studies, which is MODerate-resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Finally, section 2.4 provides a summary for the entire
chapter.

2.1 Spring Phenology
Spring phenology in boreal forested regions is the stages corresponding to the green-up,
which are potentially caused by exposure of vegetation with the melting of snow covers
and/or by the growth of vegetation biomass after end of the winter dormancy. Over the
boreal forest stands of Canada, the phenology of spring time is recorded as a set of the
following stages (FFMT, 1999):
(i) Snow stages:
(a) Snow on Ground (SOG: defined as the date when at least 75% of the
surrounding area is covered by snow);
(b) Snow Patches on Ground (SPG: defined as the date when 25 to 75% of the
surrounding area is covered by snow); and
(c) Snow Gone (SGN: defined as the date when less than 25% of the
surrounding area is covered by snow).
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(ii) Grass stages:
(a) Cured Grass Stage (CGS: defined as the date when at least 75% of the
surrounding area grass is ‘cured’);
(b) Transition Grass Stage (TGS: defined as the date when 50-75% of the
surrounding area grass is ‘cured’); and
(c) Green Grass Stage (GGS: defined as the date when less than 50% of the
surrounding area grass is ‘cured’).

(iii) Deciduous Stages:
(a) Deciduous Closed Bud (DCB: defined as the date when at least 75% buds of
the trembling aspen (Populus tremuloidies) in the surrounding area are still
closed);
(b) Deciduous Open Bud (DOB: defined as the date when at least 75% buds of the
trembling aspen (Populus tremuloidies) in the surrounding area have swollen,
such that leaf are visible but still not opened); and
(c) Deciduous leaf-out (DLO: defined as the date when at least 75% new leaves
of the trembling aspen (Populus tremuloidies) in the surrounding area have
opened and attained diameter of at least 1.25cm).

(iv) Coniferous Stages:
(a) Coniferous Closed Bud (CCB: defined as the date when at least 75% buds on
the white spruce (Picea glauca) and/or black spruce (Picea mariana) have
swollen but the bud “sheath” or “cap” has remained intact;
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(b) Coniferous Open Buds (COB: defined as the date when at least 75% buds on
the white spruce (Picea glauca) and/or black spruce (Picea mariana) have
swollen to the point such that the bud “sheath” or “cap” has fallen off); and
(c) Coniferous Needle Flush (CNF: defined as the date when the tips of at least
75% fresh buds of white spruce (Picea glauca) and/or black spruce (Picea
mariana) in the surrounding area have reached to a minimum of 2 cm new
growth since the start of the growing season).

Currently, these phenological observations are used by forest fire management agencies
to develop maps in defining ‘fuel types’, which is an important component of the Fire
Behaviour Prediction (FBP) module of the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System
(CFFDRS) (Burgan, 1979; FFMT, 1999; Lawson and Armitage, 2008). As, the intent of
this study is to develop methods for mapping SGN and CNF, thus their importance are
briefly described prior to reviewing the existing methods in determining them.

2.1.1 Importance of SGN
In practice, the SGN stage marks the end of snow covers on the ground; hence it is
critical for:
(i) determining the onset of the forest fire season as conditions tend to dry out after
snowmelt (Westerling et al., 2006; Lawson and Armitage, 2008);
(ii) determining the end of snow-melt effects on the remote sensing-based
phenological identifications (Delbart et al., 2005), see section 2.2.3 for details;
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(iii) determining the surface energy fluxes, as snow has high albedo values (Dozier
and Painter, 2004);
(iv) determining the spatial and temporal controls over hydrological fluxes of the
watersheds (Molotch and Margulis, 2008).

2.1.2 Importance of CNF
The CNF is the last bud-developmental stage of brandishing new needles on conifers;
after the stages of closed bud (i.e., appearance of new buds) and open buds (i.e., shedding
of scales from the buds) (FFMT, 1999). It is worthwhile to study the CNF because:
(i) it defines the transition between spring developmental phases and the peak
growing season (Hannerz, 1999);
(ii) it indicates the end to proneness of bud damages due to late spring frost (Agren
et al., 1991; Jones and Cregg, 2006; Man et al., 2009);
(iii) it relates to the carbon exchange aspect, as conifers show a transition from source
to sink near to the completion of bud developmental stages (Leinonen and
Kramer, 2002; Richardson et al., 2009); and
(iv) it is related to the foliage moisture content and thus has potential in predicting
forest fire danger (Van Wagner, 1977; Johnson, 1992; Wang and Zwiazeck,
1999; Agee et al., 2002).
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2.2 Methods of Spring Phenology Determination
The methods of determining phenological stages can be broadly classified into three
classes, i.e.:
(i)

in-situ ground based observations;

(ii)

phenological modeling from the climatic variables; and

(iii)

remote sensing-based methods.

2.2.1 Ground Based Phenological Observations
The ground based observations are the most accurate and historic one among other
methods. The historic records of plant phenology are available for European regions and
other eastern continents; dating back to 5,000 years in China for example (Cleland et al.,
2007). In Canada, such records are also available in particular to western regions dating
back to late 1800’s (Beaubien and Freeland, 2000). In Alberta, the phenological look-out
tower (approximately 120 sites currently in use) records of phenology (mainly, spring to
growing season end) are available since the early 1970’s. In USA the individual
phenological records are available from mid of the 20th century (Cleland et al., 2007).

Recently, scientists established a national phenological network, in USA, on realizing the
need for collecting and sharing proper record of phenology at the continental scale
(Betancourt et al., 2005). Similar other numerous volunteer-based networks (e.g., Plant
watch, Operation Budburst, AMC’s Mountain Watch) acquire and share data on various
phenological events.
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However, ground based observations are subjective in approach, thus potentially differ
from person to person. Even the scientific observations may be unable to describe the
trends over the natural vegetation, as mostly they are over vegetation grown under
controlled/laboratory environments (Cleland et al., 2007). Besides, the response of same
species may potentially differ across the landscape due to the variations in climatic
variables (Liang and Schwartz, 2009; Gu et al., 2010). Thus, we require techniques to
address the spatial variability in relation to phenology (Hassan and Bourque, 2009;
Morisette et al., 2009).

2.2.2 Phenological Modelling
The key issue behind these modelling approaches is to understand which climate
variables play a critical role in triggering the phenological stages of interest and their
requirements. In general, a phenological stage of interest is to be declared when the
magnitude of the required climatic variables reaches to a certain threshold (Penuelas et
al., 2004; Man and Lu, 2010).

If the nutrient supply and other biotic factors (e.g., intra and inter-species competition)
are not limiting; the major climatic variables which control the phenological stages are:
(i) incident photosynthetically active radiation or available photoperiod,
(ii) water regime, and
(iii) temperature regimes (Campbell and Sugano, 1979; Agren et al., 1991; Leinonen
and Kramer, 2002; Hassan and Bourque, 2009).
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Various studies have used these variables to model the phenology over different biomes
of the globe. For example:
(i) Bailey and Harrington (2006) modeled phenology of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) from temperature regimes;
(ii) Chiang and Brown (2007) used temperature driven phenology model for a cooltemperate forest;
(iii) Gunter et al. (2008) employed phenology models based on water regimes, solar
radiation, and photoperiod in a tropical montane rain forest; and
(iv) Penulas et al. (2004) considered the water (precipitation) and temperature
regimes to model phenology of a Mediterranean forest.

In natural forest conditions the regimes of incident photosynthetically active radiation (in
other words, available photoperiod) and temperature are strongly related with some time
lag in-between the two at both diurnal and seasonal scales (Prescott and Collins, 1951).
For example, the maximum solar radiation incidents around solar noon-period while the
temperature reach its maximum later in the afternoon. Thus, modelling the phenology in
relation to temperature alone can potentially mimic both of the temperature and incident
photosynthetically active radiation regimes.

If water availability for the plant growth is sufficient in a region, the regime of favorable
temperatures can be considered as the most critical variable. In general, this is the case
over boreal ecozones; where the snow-melting during the spring period is often fulfilling
the water requirements (Jones and Cregg, 2006).
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Yet, another consideration of climatic control on phenology is to figure out the “chilling
requirements” (i.e., unfavorable cold temperatures enough for causing cold hardiness)
(Leinonen and Kramer, 2002); however over boreal forests in northern latitudes (i.e. our
region of interest), such requirements are fulfilled as a result of severe cold temperature
regimes during the winter period (Beaubien and Freeland et al., 2000).

Hence, often a simple spring warming model, i.e., considering temperature controls only,
is mostly better in performance with comparison to the complex phenological models,
i.e., considering many or all of the controlling factors (Jönsson et al., 2010).

The temperature controls in spring warming models are usually modeled at point
locations; as a function of air temperature measurements termed as growing degree days
[GDD: defined as the difference between daily mean air temperature and a base
temperature (Hassan and Bourque, 2009; Akther and Hassan, 2011)]. The ‘base
temperature’ is assumed to be the lower limit of air temperature above which vegetation
is active for the physiological processes rendering the phenological stage of interest
(Weilgolaski, 1999; Dufour and Morin, 2010; Man and Lu, 2010).

Despite the effectiveness of GDD-based methods in phenological studies, its applicability
is limited in addressing the spatial context as GDD is usually computed at point locations.
To address this issue, it is possible to employ the remote sensing-based GDD-mapping
methods developed over the past several years (Hassan et al., 2007a; Hassan et al.,
2007b; Akther and Hassan, 2011), that primarily uses remote sensing-based surface
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temperature (Ts). These methods already have demonstrated potential over temperate and
boreal-dominant regions in Canada; as:
(i) Hassan et al. (2007a) used the MODIS –based surface temperature and flux tower
long wave radiation data to generate the GDD over the temperate forest of New
Brunswick, Canada; and
(ii) Akhter and Hassan (2011) used MODIS-based surface temperature and weather
station based air temperature to generate GDD over the parts of boreal forest in
northern Alberta, Canada.

2.2.3 Remote Sensing-based Methods
In order to address the spatial dynamics of boreal vegetation phenology, remote sensingbased methods have also been experimented over various geographic regions (Reed et al.,
2009, White et al., 2009; Liang et al., 2011). These methods mainly rely on detecting the
changes in surface reflectance (induced by changes of biophysical and/or biochemical
characteristics influenced by the climatic variables, see Figure 2.1); by exploiting the
temporal trends observed in various remote sensing-derived vegetation indices (VI) (Xiao
et al., 2009; McCloy, 2010).

The occurrence of phenological stage may be associated to one of the following phase in
explored temporal trends:
(i)

when it hits a pattern, i.e., minimum, maximum, beginning of platform, sharp
drop/rise etc. (e.g., Delbart et al., 2005) [see Figure 2.2(a)];
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(ii) when it crosses a threshold of response (e.g., Delbart et al., 2006) [see Figure
2.2(b)]; or
(iii) when the logistic curve fitted into it register a sharp change in curvature (e.g.,
Zhang et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004) [see Figure 2.2(c)].

Figure 2.1: Spectral signature of different canopies [modified after Clark (1999)].
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Figure 2.2: Methods of identifying phenology from vegetation indices temporal
trend; (a) by identifying a pattern; (b) by using a threshold; and (c) by rate of
curvature change.

Source: (a) & (b) modified after Delbart et al. (2005)
Source: (c) modified after Zhang et al. (2003)
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The commonly used vegetation indices in phenological studies are as follows:
(i) normalized difference vegetation index [NDVI: based on surface reflectance (i.e.,
in red and near infrared (NIR) spectral bands) and with values ranging from 0 to
1; e.g. White et al., (2009)];
(ii) enhanced vegetation index [EVI: based on surface reflectance (i.e., in red, blue
and NIR spectral bands) and with values ranging from 0 to 1; e.g. Zhang et al.,
(2003)];
(iii) normalized difference water index [NDWI: based on surface reflectance (i.e., in
NIR and short wave infrared (SWIR) spectral bands) and with values ranging
from -1 to +1; e.g. Delbart et al., (2005)];
(iv) normalized difference snow index [NDSI: based on surface reflectance (i.e., in
green and SWIR spectral bands) and with values ranging from -1 to +1; e.g.
Rinne et al., (2009)]; and
(v)

leaf area index [LAI: vertical integration of the leaf area; e.g. Fisher et al.,
(2007)].

2.2.3.1 Spring Onset Determination
The most commonly used remote sensing-based indices for determining the onset of the
spring and/or growing season are the NDVI and enhanced EVI; For example:
(i) Moulin et al.(1997) used derivatives of the NOAA/AVHRR –based NDVI trends
to determine the begin date of growing cycle (i.e. spring onset) for various
biomes at the global scale;
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(ii) Jenkins et al. (2002) used AVHRR –based NDVI threshold values in the trends to
determine season onset dates for temperate forests in US;
(iii) Zhang et al. (2004) used changes in curvature of the logistic curve fitted in
MODIS –based EVI temporal trends for detections of season onsets, over entire
biomes of the northern latitudes (i.e. 35°-70°N);
(iv) Ahl et al. (2006) used changes in curvature of the logistic curve fitted in MODIS
–based NDVI, EVI & LAI temporal trends for detections of season onsets over a
study site in northern Wisconsin, USA.
(v) Thayn and Price (2008) used changes in curvature of the logistic curve fitted in
MODIS –based NDVI trends for greenness onset date determinations, over the
prairies and shrublands of Kansas, USA.

In general, NDVI and EVI are quite capable of determining the general seasonal patterns
(e.g., spring onset, peak of the growing season, and end of the growing season) over
temperate and tropical zones (Reed et al., 2009; Xiao et al., 2009). However, the use of
NDVI might have larger uncertainty over the boreal forest-dominant regions (where
snow accumulation is very common) to determine the onset of the growing season
(Delbart et al., 2005; Delbart et al., 2006). As EVI exhibits similar responses as NDVI at
the onset of growing season (Hassan et al., 2007a), we could also assume that EVI might
respond similar in the presence of snow. However, this requires further investigation.

Another index NDWI (a measure of moisture content in canopy) has been implemented
successfully in various vegetation and phenological studies. For example:
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(i) Xiao et al.(2002) used SPOT-4 VEGETATION-derived NDWI in connecting
phenology to classify the landscape over Northeastern China;
(ii) Jackson et al. (2004) used Landsat –based NDWI temporal trends to estimate the
vegetation water content over the growing season over croplands in state of
Iowa, USA;
(iii) Picard et al. (2005) calibrated a spring warming model for bud burst predictions
using the threshold based estimates from SPOT-4 VEGETATION –based
NDWI temporal trends over Russian boreal ecosystem;
(iv) Delbart et al.(2005,2006, and 2008) modeled the spring phenology over boreal
Eurasia using the threshold based estimates from NDWI temporal trends
obtained from various remote sensing platforms,; and
(v) Trombetti et al. (2008) incorporated MODIS –based NDWI, along with various
other VI, into an artificial neural network to estimate vegetation water content
dynamics during the entire year for USA.

On contrary to NDVI & EVI, temporal trends of NDWI reflect vegetation development
stages independently from the snow melting phases (Delbart et al., 2005; Delbart et al.,
2006; Reed et al., 2009). Because, the NDWI decreases during the snow melting period;
and starts to increase at the onset of the real vegetation growth (Delbart et al., 2005).
Hence, separation of snow phases increases the potential of NDWI in the understanding
of the later phenological events as well (Reed et al., 2009).
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In the formulation of NDWI, however, various wavelengths within the SWIR spectral
ranges can be employed, such as:
(i) centered at 1.24 µm (e.g., Gao, 1996);
(ii) centered at 1.64 µm (Wilson and Sader, 2002; Frensholt and Sandholt, 2003;
Yilmaz et al., 2008); and
(iii) centered at 2.13 µm (Chen and Jackson, 2005; Gu et al., 2007; Yi et al., 2008).

The reflectance dynamics over vegetation within SWIR ranges are also shown in Figure
2.3. It reveals that the reflectance of SWIR centred at 1.24 µm does not largely deviates
from the reference band in calculating the NDWI (i.e., NIR band centred at 0.858 µm).
However, the other two SWIR bands seem to be more useful. Thus, the intention is to use
two SWIR bands from MODIS, i.e., band 6 (1.628–1.652 µm) and band 7 (2.105–2.155
µm) in the formulation of NDWI. This can be useful to quantify the appropriate band in
calculating NDWI in determining the SGN stages.

Additionally it is also possible to determine the snow dynamics by using NDSI. For
example:
(i) Klien et al. (1998) mapped snow covers through the use of NDSI and NDVI;
(ii) Rinne et al. (2009) used NDSI in conjunction with surface albedo to quantify
SGN;
(iii) Delbart et al. (2005) used NDSI to determine the onset of the snow melting time
and to characterize the temporal dynamics of NDWI; and
(iv) Dankers and De Jong (2004) used NDSI alone to determine the SGN stages.
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However, it is required to evaluate the performance NDSI in our study area.

Figure 2.3: Spectral reflectance modeled at various levels of canopy moisture
[modified after Zarco-Tejada et al. (2003)].

2.2.3.2 Bud Phenology Determination
The application of any of the remote sensing-derived indices in determining the bud
phenological stage of our interest (i.e., CNF) has not been reported so far in the literature
to the best of our knowledge.
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The trends of LAI may be used to study the phenological stages associated to the leaf
development (Fisher et al., 2006). However, this approach may be limited in the boreal
ecosystem with coniferous forest stands which does not shed needles and having
interference with the conditions of the forest floor.

However, the combination of land surface temperature with vegetation index [either
NDVI/EVI (e.g., Jenkins et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004) or NDWI (e.g., Delbart et al.,
2008)] has been employed to predict various bud phenological stages. The addition of
temperature enhances the overall prediction capacity because temperature has a major
influence on the plant activities (Gyllenstrand et al., 2007). Thus, the incorporation of
temperature will be important when predicting bud phenology (Jenkins et al., 2002;
Zhang et al., 2004; Delbart et al., 2008).

In this research, the intention is to explore the potential of delineating CNF stage using
two variables; namely of GDD and NDWI. It is worthwhile to mention that the GDDbased prediction is to be considered as the cause of the occurrence for CNF; on the
contrary, NDWI represents the response of the CNF stage occurrence in terms of canopy
moisture dynamics. The performance of NDWI’s in delineating SGN would determine
the formulation of NDWI to be used in this phase. Note that the predictions from these
methods require ground-based observations in order to validate the findings.
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2.3 MODIS Characteristics
During the last decade, the most widely used remote sensing sensor is MODIS in
determining phenological stages across the world. Among the other multispectral remote
sensing sensors/platforms used in phenological studies (namely: NOAA-AVHRR,
LANDSAT, SPOT-VGT) MODIS is preferable due to its following aspects:
(i) MODIS provides coverage of earth surface dynamics at almost global levels.
(ii) It provides reflectance datasets which are geo-referenced and corrected for
atmospheric interactions. While similar datasets from other platforms require
such prior data pre-processing steps.
(iii) MODIS recordings of reflectance are most detailed and are available in 36
spectral bands, covering the spectrum from 0.45µm to 14.385µm. While, SPOTVGT has just four spectral bands; with coverage of only visible and NIR bands.
On other hand, NOAA-AVHRR has six spectral bands with coverage of visible,
SWIR, and Long wave (for surface temperature); LANDSAT has seven bands
with coverage of visible, NIR, SWIR, and long wave (for surface temperature).
(iv) MODIS provides datasets at better spatial resolution, ranging from 250m to 1Km
(depending on the spectral band). While for NOAA-AVHRR it ranges from 1.1
Km at nadir to 5 Km off-nadir for each spectral band. In case of SPOT-VGT it is
1km for entire field of view in each spectral band.
(v) MODIS provides efficient daily temporal coverage; i.e., 1-day temporal
resolution(similar with SPOT-VGT). While temporal resolution for the
LANDSAT is of 16-days. However, note that LANDSAT datasets are preferable
to MODIS datasets in terms of the spatial (27m) resolution.
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The MODIS is onboard with two remote sensing platforms (i.e., Terra and Aqua) of
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Both of the platforms are nearpolar, sun synchronous, and having circular orbit at an elevation of 705 Km above the
earth surface. Terra acquires data in descending node (i.e., north to south) about local
time of 10:30 am while Aqua acquires data around local time of 1:30 pm in ascending
node (i.e., south to north). Together the platforms provide the cross track scans (with 20.3
rpm) of the earth surface at almost daily level. Each swath of data covers area of 2330
Km (cross track) by 10 Km (along track) (NASA, 2011).

MODIS provides various datasets based on the 36 spectral bands. These data are free and
available through online application of Earth Observing System Data and Information
System (EOSDIS 2009). MODIS-based datasets used in this study (refer section 3.2) are
based on band 1 to band 7 (i.e., surface reflectance product for computing EVI, NDSI,
and NDWI) and band 31 to band 32 (i.e., emissivity used to develop land surface
temperature product). A brief description of these MODIS bands is provided in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Brief Description of the characteristics for MODIS bands of interest.
[modified after NASA (2011)]

Band #

Spectral Wavelength
Central Band
Bandwidth
(µm)
(µm)

Name

Spatial
Resolution
(m)

1

0.645

0.620 - 0.670

Red

250

2

0.8585

0.841 - 0.876

NIR

250

3

0.469

0.459 - 0.479

Blue

500

4

0.555

0.545 - 0.565

Green

500

5

1.24

1.230 - 1.250

SWIR

500

6

1.64

1.628 - 1.652

SWIR

500

7

2.13

2.105 - 2.155

SWIR

500

31

11.03

10.780 – 11.280

LWIR

1000

32

12.02

11.770 – 12.270

LWIR

1000

2.4 Summary
The literature review reveals that the integration of all of the three methods (i.e., groundbased observations, phenological modelling, and remote sensing-based methods) of
determining phenology are essential to predict the various phenological stages. Among
various remote sensing-based methods, it seems that the use of NDWI in conjunction
with the satellite based temperatures (i.e., GDD accumulations) may produce the desired
results.
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CHAPTER 3: STUDY AREA & DATASETS

3.1 Study Area
Figure 3.1 shows the extent of the study area, i.e., the province of Alberta.
Geographically, Alberta falls in between parallels of 49-60 °N latitudes, and 110-120 °W
longitudes. It experiences a continental climatic regime with cold winters and relatively
short and moderately warm summers with the following characteristics (Dowing and
Pettapiece, 2006):
(i) average annual temperatures vary in the range −3.6 °C to +4.4 °C;
(ii) summer average temperatures vary in the range 8.7 °C to 18.5 °C;
(iii) winter average temperatures vary in the range −25.1 °C to −9.6 °C; and
(iv) average annual precipitation is in between 333-989 mm.

On the basis of climatic regimes, soil type, topography, and vegetation, Alberta is
classified into the 21 natural sub-regions (Dowing and Pettapiece, 2006). Fourteen out of
21 natural sub-regions located in the northern and south-western regions of Alberta are
mostly forest-dominant areas; and their characteristics are briefly described in Table 3.1.
These forest-dominant natural sub-regions occupy ~76% of the total land area in the
province where all of the lookout towers are located (see Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1 for
more details).
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Figure 3.1: Study area: (a) its geographical extent in Canadian extent; (b) its
constituting 21 natural sub-regions and “%” of provincial area covered.
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Table 3.1: Brief Description of the characteristics of forest-dominant natural subregions in Alberta. [modified after Dowing and Pettapiece (2006)]

Name

Area
(Sq.
Km.)

Mean
annual
Temp.
( °C)

Mean
annual
precip.
(mm)

Ecoclimatic
zone

Central Mixedwood*

167,856

0.2

478

Boreal

Dry Mixedwood*

85,321

1.1

461

Boreal

Northern Mixedwood*

29,513

−2.5

387

Boreal

Boreal Subarctic*

11,823

−3.6

512

Boreal

Peace Athabasca Delta*

5,535

-1.4

377

Boreal

Lower Boreal Highlands*

55,615

−1.0

495

Boreal

Alpine

15,084

−2.4

989

Cordilleran

Sub-Alpine

25,218

−0.1

755

Cordilleran

Montane

8,768

2.3

589

Cordilleran

Upper Foothills

21,537

1.3

632

Lower Foothills

44,899

1.8

588

Athabasca Plain*

13,525

−1.2

428

Boreal

Kazan Uplands*

9,719

−2.6

380

Boreal

Upper Boreal Highlands*

11,858

−1.5

535

Boreal

#

BorealCordilleran
transition
BorealCordilleran
transition

Dominant
vegetation
Deciduousmixedwood
Deciduousmixedwood
Conifer
(Picea mariana )
Conifer
(Picea mariana )
Shrubs, pockets of
Populus
balsamifera, Betula
pendula, Picea
glauca
Early to mid-seral
pure or mixed
forests hybrids
Largely nonvegetated,
shrublands
Mixed Conifer
(Pinus and Picea)
Conifermixedwood

No. of
lookout
towers#
25
1
2
4

0

23

3
21
3

Conifer (Pinus and
Picea)

17

Conifermixedwood

17

Pinus
banksiana,dunes
largely unvegetated
Mainly rock
barrens, pockets of
Pinus banksiana
Conifer (Pinus and
Picea)

2

1
11

Note that, the records for all towers for each phenological stage were not available for every year.
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3.2 Datasets Used
In fulfilment of the research objectives the datasets available from various platforms were
used; namely as:
(i) NASA’s freely available MODIS-based products of surface reflectance, Ts, and
land cover maps for entire province of Alberta;
(ii) Environment Canada’s freely available ground-based observations for the variable
of daily mean air temperature (locations shown in Figure 3.2) across entire
province of Alberta; and
(iii) Alberta Department of Sustainable Resources Development’s ground-based
records of phenology (locations shown in Figure 3.3) across boreal regions of
the province of Alberta.
More detailed descriptions of these datasets are provided in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Look-out tower sites recording phenological observations in the study
area; total 130* in number.

* Note that, the records for all towers for each phenological stage
were not available for every year.
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Figure 3.3: Environment Canada Weather station sites locations in the study area;
total 182 in number.
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Table 3.2: Brief description of the datasets used in this study
Dataset

MODIS-based Ts
(i.e., MOD11A2
v.005)

MODIS based
land cover map
(i.e., MCD12Q1
v.004)
MODIS-based
surface
reflectance (i.e.,
MOD09A1
v.005)
Daily mean air
temperature

CNF stage

SGN stage

Description

8-day composites of instantaneous Ts at 1Km spatial resolution. The
acquired 4 adjacent scenes were mosaicked together to generate each
of the image covering the full extent of Alberta. For each of year, 27
images were generated (i.e., 81 images in total for the period 20062008) spanning between 30 March to 31 October for 2006-2007, and
29 March to 30 October 2008.
Annual composite of land cover map at 500m spatial resolution
during 2007, with the following land cover classes: (i) water; (ii)
grasses/cereal crops; (iii) shrubs; (iv) broadleaf crops; (v) savannah;
(vi) broadleaf forest; (vii) needle leaf (i.e., conifer-dominant) forest;
(viii) unvegetated; (ix) urban; and (x) unclassified.
8-day composites of surface reflectance at 500m spatial resolution.
The acquired 4 adjacent scenes were mosaicked together to generate
each of the image covering the full extent of Alberta. For each of the
year, there were 46 images (i.e., 138 images over 3 years) spanning
from 1 January to 31 December.
Daily mean of air temperature acquired at 1.2-2m above the surface
at the first order weather stations operated by Environment Canada at
~182 sites across Alberta (see Figure 3.3 for location information)
during the period 2006-08.
The ground-based CNF Observations for white and/or black spruce
at ~118 lookout tower sites operated by Alberta Department of
Sustainable Resources Development across Alberta (see Figure 3.2
for location information) for the period 2006-2008 were acquired.
Around each of the lookout tower sites, 20 to 100 trees were sampled
to declare the CNF stage (Dylan Heerema: a veteran lookout tower
operator, Personal Communication).
The ground-based SGN Observations for ~115 lookout tower sites
operated by Alberta Department of Sustainable Resources
Development across Alberta (see Figure 3.2 for location information)
for the period 2006-2008 were acquired..
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS

4.1 Data Pre-processing
For the two MODIS products four swaths were required to produce the entire extent of
the study area. Each of MODIS-based swath images was reprojected from their original
SIN projection to UTM Zone 12 NAD 83 using MODIS Reprojection Tool (MRT, 2008).
Then next step was to mosaick together the four adjacent scenes to create images that
covered the entire extent of the study area.

So that five hundred fifty two scenes of the MODIS-based 8-day composites of surface
reflectance data (i.e., MOD09A1 v.005) were acquired at 500 m resolution for the years
2006–2008; eventually to generate one hundred thirty eight 8-day periodical images. For
each of the years, there were forty six 8-day periodical images spanning from January 1
to December 31. At this point, the cloud contaminated pixels using the “500 m state
flags” information (another available layer within the MOD09A1 dataset) were excluded
from further analysis.

While, three twenty four scenes of the MODIS-based 8-day aggregates of surface
temperature (Ts), i.e., MOD11A2 v.005, were acquired; eventually to generate eighty one
8-day periodical images of the study area. For each of the years, there were twenty seven
8-day periodical images spanning from 30 March to 31 October for 2006-2007, and 29
March to 30 October 2008.
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In order for all of the datasets to have the same temporal resolution (i.e., 8-day intervals
like Ts and surface reflectance datasets), the daily mean air temperature data were
averaged for the same 8-day imaging periods of the MODIS data. Also as, ground-based
phenology data (i.e., SGN and CNF) were recorded in the form of day of year (DOY = 1
to 365 or 366), it required conversion to the equivalent period of MODIS data (i.e., 8-day
imaging epochs) for comparison with MODIS-derived CNF stages. For this purpose, the
following expression was employed:

 DOY − 1  
P = 
 + 1
8
 


(4.1)

where, P (=1 to 46) is the corresponding equivalent imaging period of MODIS.
The value of P is always integer even if the calculated values is a floating
number, e.g., P=20 if Eq 4.1 produces values in between 20 to 20.875.

4.2 SGN Determination
Figure 4.1 illustrates the steps involved in processing both of the MODIS and groundbased observations for this phase of SGN determination. In this phase, the major steps
were to:
(i) compute four MODIS-based indices (i.e., EVI, NDWI1.64µm, NDWI2.13µm, and
NDSI);
(ii) perform a qualitative evaluation of four MODIS-based indices in predicting the
SGN stages;
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(iii) compare the SGN values predicted by the efficient indices as determined in step
(ii) with the observations available at lookout tower sites across the landscape
(as shown in Figure 3.2 by black circles); and
(iv) generate a SGN map using the best predictor as determined in step (iii) to discuss
the spatial variability over the entire Province of Alberta.

4.2.1 Indices Computation
MODIS-based indices of EVI (Huete et al., 2002), NDWI1.64µm (Wilson and Sader, 2002),
NDWI2.13µm (Chen et al., 2005) and NDSI (Hall et al., 2002) were calculated as follows:

EVI = 2.5

ρ NIR − ρ Re d
ρ NIR + 6 ρ Re d − 7.5 ρ Blue + 1

(4.2)

NDWI1.64 µm =

ρ NIR − ρ SWIR at 1.64 µm
ρ NIR + ρ SWIR at 1.64 µm

(4.3)

NDWI 2.13 µm =

ρ NIR − ρ SWIR at 2.13 µm
ρ NIR + ρ SWIR at 2.13 µm

(4.4)

NDSI =

ρGreen − ρ SWIR at 1.64 µm
ρGreen + ρ SWIR at 1.64 µm

(4.5)

where, ρ is the surface reflectance for the blue, green, red, NIR, and SWIR spectral
bands.
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4.2.2 Qualitative Evaluation of the Indices
After computing all of the indices, a qualitative evaluation to determine the efficient
indices in predicting SGN stages was performed. For this, two of the forest-dominant
natural sub-regions (i.e., central mixedwood and lower boreal highlands, where there
were approximately 45 lookout towers; and also these are more vulnerable to forest fire
(Dowing and Pettapiece, 2006) were considered; and executed the following steps:
(i) extracted the temporal dynamics of each of the indices at all of the lookout tower
sites; and then generated sub-region-specific average temporal dynamics for
each of the indices;
(ii) calculated the natural sub-region-specific average SGN day using the groundbased observations; and
(iii) compared the values obtained from steps (i) and (ii), qualitatively by overlaying
each other in the graphical form.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram showing the method followed for delineating “snow
gone” (SGN) stage occurrence over the study area.
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4.2.3 Quantitative Evaluation of the Indices
The qualitative evaluation demonstrated that the indices of NDWI1.64µm, NDWI2.13µm were
better in comparison to others (see Section 5.1. for more details). The minimum values of
these two indices during the spring period (i.e., 65–200 DOY or 06 March–19 July) were
coincided with the observed SGN stage. Thus, it was required to execute the following
steps:
(i) extraction of the temporal dynamics for these two indices at all of the lookout
tower sites across the entire study area (see Figure 3.2 for the lookout tower
sites);
(ii) declaration of the minimum values during the spring period as the indices-based
SGN period;
(iii) then comparison of the predicted SGN with the ground-based observations of
SGN periods; and
(iv) computation of the overall deviations between the predicted and observed SGN
periods, and determined the best index in determining the SGN.

4.2.4 Mapping of SGN Using Best Predictor
The mapping was performed using the best predictor index in generating the SGN maps.
The results of previous steps established the concept of associating a pattern (i.e.,
minimum value) in the temporal trend of best predictor index to the phenological stage of
SGN. For mapping, the temporal dynamics of the best index during the spring season at
each pixel were analysed and the corresponding period of the minimum-value of the
index was determined as the period of “SGN”.
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4.3 CNF Determination
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic diagram describing the methods involved in CNF
determination from GDD and NDWI. Note that, NDWI to be used (i.e., NDWI1.64µm or
NDWI2.13µm) in this phase was the best predictor in determining the SGN. Thus, it would
have lower uncertainties induced by snow melt into its temporal trends. The major
components of this phase were to:
(i) generate GDD maps for the period 2006-08;
(ii) determine thresholds of cause (i.e. GDD) and response (i.e. NDWI) for predicting
CNF during 2006 using ground-based CNF observations;
(iii) compare CNF predictions (i.e. based on the determined thresholds for GDD,
NDWI, and both combined together logically) with the ground-based
observations for the period 2007-2008; and
(iv) generate CNF occurrence map using best predictor (determined in objective (iii));
to discuss the spatial dynamics.
All of these components are described in the following sub-sections.

4.3.1 Generation of GDD maps
Before generating the GDD maps, the bias between 8-day Ts and average air temperature
( Ta ) at ~182 weather station sites (see Figure 3.3 for the weather station sites) were
examined to understand the inter- and intra-seasonal coincidence between them. During
each of the 8-day periods, the values of Ts and Ta at all of the weather station sites were
averaged, and the bias was calculated using the following expression:
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n

∑ (T

s

Bias (i ) =

− Ta )

j =1

n

(4.6)

where, i is the 8-day period of interest, and n is the total number of weather station
sites during the ith period.

In generating GDD maps at 1 km spatial resolution, the method described in Akther and
Hassan (2011) was adopted. It consisted of the following two steps:
i.

Establishing relation between 8-day composites of MODIS-based instantaneous
Ts (i.e., acquired between 10:30 am - 12:00 pm) with Ta acquired at ~182
weather stations across Alberta (see Figure 3.3 for location information) during
the period 2006. Then this observed relation was used to predict Ta during 2007
and 2008. The predictions were then cross-validated with the corresponding
ground-based observation of Ta using linear regression analysis. In this
analysis, some outliers were declared on the basis of the residual values (i.e.,
difference between predicted and ground observed Ta ) beyond the permissible
limits. These limits were defined on the basis of quartile ranges of the residual
values as follows:

I UL = Q3 + 2.5(Q3 − Q1 )
I LL = Q1 − 2.5(Q3 − Q1 )

(4.7)
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where, IUL and ILL are the upper and lower limits respectively;
and Q3 and Q1 are the third and first quartile values of the
residuals.

ii.

The obtained relation from step (i) was then applied in converting the MODISbased instantaneous Ts into equivalent 8-day Ta ; and then calculated GDDvalues using the following expression:

T − T
GDD =  a base
 0

if Ta > Tbase 

otherwise 

where, Tbase is base temperature with a magnitude of 5 oC
(=278.15 K), because the assumption is that the trees
require this minimum air temperature to initiate growing
conditions (Rossi et al., 2007; Hassan and Bourque 2009).
The selection of Tbase may require optimization in some studies in order
to address the species and site variability (Weilgolaski, 1999).
However, in this study the selection of our Tbase may not be critical as
our objective is to predict CNF from very similar temperature regimes,
as that of the model calibration/development phase (Man and Lu,
2010).

(4.8)
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram showing the method followed for delineating
“coniferous needle flush” (CNF) stage occurrence over the study area.
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4.3.2 CNF Delineation from GDD and NDWI-values
As a first step, the temporal trends of both GDD and NDWI along with SGN periods
were extracted during the years of 2006-08 at the lookout tower sites where the groundbased CNF records were available. These datasets were then divided into two groups:
(i) calibration dataset consisting of ~34% data points (i.e., data from 2006); and
(ii) validation dataset consisting of ~66% data points (i.e. data from the years 200708).

The calibration phase consisted of the following steps:
(i) calculated the accumulated GDD (AGDD) and observed NDWI-values during the
CNF ground- based observation period at each of the lookout tower sites;
(ii) calculated an average and standard deviation AGDD and NDWI-values during the
CNF ground-based observation periods; and these were considered to be the
predictor-specific initial “threshold-values” for CNF determination; and
(iii) evaluated the sensitivity of the initial threshold-values for both of the AGDD and
NDWI-values in determining the CNF stage upon varying in the bound “initial
threshold ± 1 standard deviation” as most of the data were found to be in this
range. Within the bound, the thresholds were then evaluated at each “1/3
standard deviation” intervals. The best thresholds were then identified when the
deviations between the predicted and observed CNF period were the least.

In validation phase, the CNF periods were predicted during the years 2007-2008 using
the best thresholds for AGDD and NDWI obtained in the calibration phase. Then next
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step was to calculate the deviations between the predicted and observed CNF periods to
determine the suitability of the proposed method.

4.3.3 Integration of Both GDD and NDWI-values
In this step, it was evaluated how the integration of the causal (i.e., AGDD) and response
(i.e., NDWI)-based predictors could enhance the determination of the CNF stage. In the
process of integrating both GDD and NDWI-values in determining the CNF stage, the
best thresholds of AGDD and NDWI determined in section 4.3.2 were considered. The
CNF period was predicted in two ways:
(i) if at least one of the predictors reached to the corresponding threshold-value (i.e.,
logical ‘OR’ condition between the predictors); and
(ii) both of the predictors would reach to the threshold-values (i.e., logical ‘AND’
condition between the predictors);
(iii) then compared the predicted CNF period with the ground-based CNF
observations by analysing the deviations between them.

4.3.4 Mapping of CNF Using Best Prediction Criteria
Among all of the evaluated predictors (i.e., GDD and NDWI individually as described in
section 4.3.2; and the integration of GDD and NDWI as described in section 4.3.3), the
best predictor was implemented in mapping CNF stage over the conifer-dominant natural
sub-regions. The results of previous steps established the concept of associating
attainment of a threshold value in the temporal trend of the predictor(s) to the
phenological stage of CNF. For mapping, the temporal dynamics of the indices during
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the spring season at each pixel were analysed and the corresponding period when the
indices reached to the threshold-values was determined as the period of “CNF”.

Note that the land cover map (described in Table 3.2) was used in delineation of the
pixels with conifer as dominant vegetation type. In general, the conifer stands were found
in the 9 natural sub-regions (i.e., marked with * symbols beside the name of the natural
sub-regions in Table 3.1; all of them are located in the boreal ecoclimatic zone).
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The chapter presents the outcomes of the phenology delineation methodology described
in previous chapter. The agreements of the predictions with the ground-based data are
presented in terms of deviations, such that − and + deviations represent the early and
delayed predictions respectively.

5.1 Delineation of SGN
5.1.1 Qualitative Evaluation of the Indices
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the average temporal dynamics for all of the four indices over
the natural sub-regions of central mixedwood and lower boreal highlands. Such trends are
shown for the period of 2006–2008. The average DOY of SGN from ground records in
the central mixed wood (shown as vertical red dotted lines in Figure 5.1) was found to be
112.6 in 2006, 120.5 in 2007, and 130.5 in 2008; while for the lower boreal highlands, it
was 121.9 in 2006, 125.2 in 2007, and 129.0 in 2008.

In general, EVI remained low during the winter months (approximately DOY in between
1 and 89) before it started to increase in the spring. These increasing trends might be a
result of either snow melting or a combination of both snow melting and greening up
(Delbart et al., 2005).
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Figure 5.1: Temporal dynamics of averaged values from all of the lookout tower
sites for EVI, NDWI1.64µm, NDWI2.13µm, and NDSI for the natural sub-region of
central mixedwood (i.e., ~25.5% of the province) for the period of 2006-08. The
average SGN day from the ground-based observations for the same natural region is
shown by dotted line running vertically.
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Figure 5.2: Temporal dynamics of averaged values from all of the lookout tower
sites for EVI, NDWI1.64µm, NDWI2.13µm, and NDSI for the natural sub-region of lower
boreal highlands (i.e., ~8.5% of the province) for the period of 2006-08. The average
SGN day from the ground-based observations for the same natural region is shown
by dotted line running vertically.
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The NDWI’s and NDSI, maintained high values during the winter (DOY in between 1
and 73 on an average) and then started to decrease (about 81 DOY). This might be due to
the onset of snow melting (Delbart et al., 2005; Delbart et al., 2006).

The NDWI values were observed to reach a minimum value (about 109 to 135 DOY);
and then started to increase again. Similar trends were also observed by others (Delbart et
al., 2005; Delbart et al., 2006). The rises in NDWI might be associated with the SGN
stage and/or greening up (Delbart et al., 2005; Delbart et al., 2006). As the NDWI depicts
the snow melting and greening up in opposite directions; the stage corresponds to the
minimum values of NDWI might be considered as SGN stage or onset of the growing
season as well.

In general, a value of 0.4 for the NDSI corresponds to snow disappearance (Klien et al.,
1998; Hall et al., 2002), however, this value might even reach to 0.1 depending on the
amount and type of vegetation/forests (Hall et al., 2002). Additionally, the values of
NDSI might reach below “zero” values and refer as “summer conditions” (Klien et al.,
1998).

Also, some spikes were noticed in the temporal dynamics for all of the indices. These
might be associated with spatial variation in atmospheric transmissivity and other
extrinsic factors that affect the calculations of the MODIS-based indices (Hassan and
Bourque, 2010).
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Among the four indices, the temporal trends of EVI did not clearly indicate the SGN
stage (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for more details). These results confirmed the assumption
that snow might influence the predictive capability of EVI similar to NDVI (Delbart et
al., 2005; Delbart et al., 2006).

In terms of NDSI, the deviation between the ground-based observations of SGN and
NDSI-based estimates (when the NDSI-values first went below a threshold of 0.1 during
the spring time) were found in the range of −3 to −5 periods (i.e., −24 days to −40 days).

Due to the fact that both of the NDWI’s showed a distinct temporal pattern (i.e., the
lowest values were found in the early spring as shown as Figures 5.1 and 5.2) in
comparison to the ground-based SGN stages, these two were considered as the efficient
indices. Thus, these indices were further analysed by assuming that these would be able
to determine the period of SGN.

5.1.2 Determining the Best Index in Predicting SGN Periods
The comparisons between the predicted SGN periods using the NDWI1.64µm and with the
ground-based observations at all of the individual lookout tower sites are illustrated in
Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1. The similar comparisons between the predicted SGN periods
using the NDWI2.13µm and with the ground-based observations are also illustrated in
Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2.
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In both figures (Figures 5.3 and 5.4), the right and left sides of the 1:1 line represent
negative deviation (early prediction) and positive deviation (delayed prediction)
respectively. And the total no. of operational lookout tower sites for each of the years is
denoted by n inside the panels.

Figure 5.3: Comparison between the SGN periods at each of the lookout tower sites
during 2006-2008 periods from ground-based observations and predicted using
NDWI1.64µm.
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Table 5.1: Relation between NDWI1.64µm -based prediction and ground-based SGN
observation period at the lookout tower sites during 2006-2008.

% of lookout tower sites
Deviation
(in periods)

2006
(n=115)

2007
(n=122)

2008
(n=116)

2006-08
(n=353)

±0

20.87

14.76

11.21

15.61

±1

59.13

50

44.83

51.32

±2

80

75.41

63.8

73.07

±3

92.17

90.98

94.84

92.66

±4

97.39

95.9

96.56

96.62

±5

99.13

96.72

98.28

98.04

±6

100

98.36

99.14

99.17

≥±7

100

100

100

100

In case of NDWI1.64µm, the predictions were marginally acceptable with 51.3% of the
cases were within ±1 periods of deviation from the ground observed records on an
average during the three years. Also, on an average approximately 73% of the
observations fell within ±2 periods of deviation from the ground observed records; 93%
in ±3 periods of deviation from the ground observed records; and the remaining 7% were
in between ±3 and ±9 periods of deviation.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the SGN periods at each of the lookout tower sites
during 2006-2008 period from ground-based observations and predicted using
NDWI2.13µm.

In case of NDWI2.13µm on the other hand, demonstrated better capabilities in comparison
with NDWI1.64µm. The predictions were really promising with 65.6% of the cases were
within ±1 periods of deviation from the ground observed records on an average during
the three years. While, on an average approximately 90% of the observations fell within
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±2 periods of deviation from the ground observed records; 96% within ±3 periods
deviation from the ground observed records; and the remaining 4% in between ±3 and ±9
periods of deviation.

Table 5.2: Relation between NDWI2.13µm -based prediction and ground-based CNF
observation period at the lookout tower sites during 2007-2008 using the best NDWI
threshold of 0.525.

% of lookout tower sites
Deviation
(in periods)

2006
(n=115)

2007
(n=122)

2008
(n=116)

2006-08
(n=353)

±0

27.82

21.31

25

24.71

±1

65.21

59.01

72.42

65.55

±2

91.3

86.06

93.11

90.16

±3

95.65

95.9

98.28

96.62

±4

99.13

97.54

100

98.9

±5

99.13

98.36

100

99.17

±6

100

99.18

100

99.73

≥±7

100

100

100

100

The relatively higher deviations (i.e., > ±4 periods with relatively less probability of ~5%
of the time) were, in general, observed in the high elevation areas which are located in the
natural sub-regions of alpine, sub-alpine, and upper foothills.
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The discrepancies between the predicted and ground-based observations of SGN periods
could be attributed due to the following factors:
(i) The ground-based observations were entirely on the basis of visual inspection,
thus it highly depended on the experience of an operator to interpret the
situation; and
(ii) Spatial resolution of the NDWI’s and ground-based observations might not be in
agreement in some instances.

5.1.3 SGN Maps and Spatial Dynamics
Figures 5.5 to 5.7 shows the SGN map generated using NDWI2.13µm (the best predictor as
per Section 5.1.2) for the years of 2006-2008. The maps also show the location of two
transects; namely a-b (east to west) and c-d (north to south). The moving average of 10
consecutive pixels of SGN period of occurrence along transects and its variations over
the three years of the study (i.e., 2006-08) are shown in Figure 5.8.

During 2006, ~64.5% of the times SGN occurred in the range of 97-128 DOY (i.e., 7th
April to 8th May). In 2007, ~62.7% SGN occurrence was in range of 105-135 DOY
(i.e.15th April to 16th May). While, during 2008, it revealed that approximately 56% of
the times the SGN stages fell in the range of 121–136 DOY (i.e.30th April to 15th May).

The generalized spatial patterns are discussed as follows:
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(i) In general, temperature decreases northwards in the northern hemisphere (Hassan
et al., 2007a) so that the northward increment of SGN stages in our study would
be expected.
(ii)

The natural sub-regions in the high elevation areas (i.e., alpine and sub-alpine as
shown in polygon I; montane in the middle of polygon II; upper boreal highlands
in the middle of polygon III; and sub-alpine in polygon IV) experienced relatively
high SGN stages (i.e., in the range of 137–200 DOY). This is reasonable as the
high elevation areas experience relatively cooler temperature regime, which
influences the snow to stay relatively longer period of time.

During the period 2006-2008, the periods of SGN occurrence along the two transects (see
Figure 5.8), revealed that the SGN occurrence periods were variable. The moving
average trends revealed that the SGN occurrence was getting late for each year; from
about 14th period in 2006 to 17th period in 2008. Note that the peaks in the trends
correspond to the high elevation areas. These changes might be as a function of climate
change, however it requires more investigation to confirm which is beyond the scope of
this Thesis.
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Figure 5.5: SGN Map for 2006; (a) Spatial dynamics of NWDI2.13µm predicted SGN
map for the entire study; and (b) it’s relative frequency distribution. The polygons
I-IV in panel (a) are outlined to have more discussion in the text. Also the location of
two transects ‘a-b’ and ‘c-d’ are shown in panel (a).
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Figure 5.6: SGN Map for 2007; (a) Spatial dynamics of NWDI2.13µm predicted SGN
map for the entire study; and (b) it’s relative frequency distribution. The polygons
I-IV in panel (a) are outlined to have more discussion in the text. Also the location of
two transects ‘a-b’ and ‘c-d’ are shown in panel (a).
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Figure 5.7: SGN Map for 2008; (a) Spatial dynamics of NWDI2.13µm predicted SGN
map for the entire study; and (b) it’s relative frequency distribution. The polygons
I-IV in panel (a) are outlined to have more discussion in the text. Also the location of
two transects ‘a-b’ and ‘c-d’ are shown in panel (a).
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Figure 5.8: The moving average of 10 consecutive pixels of SGN period occurrence
and its variations over the years of 2006-08 along the two transects: (a) a-b (east to
west); and (b) c-d (north to south).
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5.2 Delineation of CNF
The initial challenge of this phase was to successfully map GDD over the regions of
interest. Followed by, identifying of the thresholds in GDD and NDWI, for the CNF
occurrence. NDWI used in this phase was NDWI2.13µm; as in previous phase it has
depicted best predictions of SGN. The following subsections provide the description of
the results obtained for CNF determination, in accordance to the workflow.

5.2.1 GDD Mapping
Figure 5.9 shows the bias between Ts and Ta during the period 2006-2008. The bias was
found to be:
(i) relatively high (i.e., ~13 K) during early spring;
(ii) almost constant (~9K) for the most of the growing season (i.e., after spring); and
(iii) relatively low (~5K) during fall and late winter.
During 2006-2008, found that the bias was having an average and standard deviation of
~10 and 2.6 K respectively.

The seasonal biases in Ts and Ta (see Figure 5.9) might be associated with:
(i) change in the characteristics of the surface due to snow dynamics; and
(ii) change in the evapotranspiration rate.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Trends of seasonal bias between the satellite-based surface and
ground-based air temperatures in Kelvin(K) at 8-day resolution for years of 2006,
2007, & 2008; (b) table showing the values of average and standard deviation of the
bias between two temperatures over the entire season for the corresponding years.
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The relation between Ts and Ta during 2006 is shown in Figure 5.10a. It was observed
that a reasonably strong relation (i.e., r2=0.69 with a slope and intercept of 0.62 and
103.66 respectively) existed between the variables of interest (see Figure 5.10a).

The application of this observed relation during 2007, 2008, and 2007-2008 also revealed
reasonable agreement (i.e., r2 in the range 0.68-0.71 with a slope and intercept in the
range of 0.74-0.80 and 57.09-74.1489.52 respectively; see Figure 5.10b-d) for greater
than ~96% of the data. Note that ~4% of data points (i.e., 26 out of 4561 in 2007, 182 out
of 4287 in 2008, 234 out of 8848 in 2007-2008; see Figure 5.10b-d as shown in dark
black colour) were classified as outliers as determined using Eq. 4.7.

During establishing relations between Ts and Ta (see Figure 5.10a) and their validations
(see Figure 5.11b-d), some discrepancies were observed (i.e., ~31%). These would be due
to the spatial resolution differences between the MODIS-based Ts (i.e., 1 km spatial
resolution) and ground-based Ta data (i.e., at point locations representing several square
meters) (Akther and Hassan, 2011; Liang et al., 2011).
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Figure 5.10: (a) Relation between the MODIS-based 8-day instantaneous surface
temperature and 8-day average air temperature during 2006; (b) & (c) validation of
the relation observed during 2006 and its comparison with the 8-day average air
temperature during 2007 & 2008 respectively; (d) validation of the observed
relation over 2007-08 lumped together.
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5.2.2 Determination of GDD Threshold for CNF Occurrence
Figure 5.11a shows averaged temporal trends of AGDD in 2006 upon considering all of
the lookout tower sites (i.e., 114 in total).

The initial AGDD threshold, i.e., average, was found to be 225 degree days with a
standard deviation of ±75 degree days during the period of ground-based CNF
observations (averaged ground-based CNF observation period shown in Figure 5.11a
with a dotted vertical line). The frequency distribution of the AGDD thresholds revealed
that they were in between 150-300 degree days (i.e., initial threshold ± 1 standard
deviation) for approximately 71% of the times (see Figure 5.11b).

Upon varying the threshold in the range of “initial threshold ± 1 standard deviation” at
each 1/3 standard deviation intervals, it was found that the threshold of 200 degree days
were able to produce the best overall agreements at 0 (i.e., 30.7%), and ±1 (i.e., 68.4%)
period of deviation (see Figure 5.11c for more details).

The implementation of the final AGDD threshold (i.e., 200 degree days) during the
period 2007-2008 revealed that the deviations were within ±1 period for reasonable
amount of the times (i.e., 61% in 2007; 53% in 2008, and 57.1% in 2007-2008) (see
Table 5.3 for more details).
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Figure 5.11: Determination of GDD threshold for CNF occurrence; (a) averaged
temporal trends of GDD and AGDD at all of the lookout tower sites during 2006;
and the dotted vertical line shows the averaged ground-based CNF observation
period; (b) relative frequency of the AGDD at all of lookout tower sites; (c)
implementation of various AGDD threshold to determine the best threshold in
predicting the CNF period.
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Table 5.3: Relation between AGDD-based prediction and ground-based CNF
observation period at the lookout tower sites during 2007-2008 using the best AGDD
threshold of 200 degree days.

% of look-out towers
2007

2008

2007-08

(n =118)

(n =115)

(n =233)

0

21.2

19.1

20.2

±1

61

53

57.1

±2

89.8

80.8

85.4

±3

98.3

94.7

96.6

±4

100

98.3

99.2

±5

100

98.3

99.2

±6

100

100

100

≥±7

100

100

100

Deviation
(in periods)

5.2.3 Determination of NDWI2.13µm Threshold for CNF Occurrence
Figure 5.12a shows an average temporal trend of NDWI2.13µm -values by extracting their
values at all of the lookout tower sites (i.e., 114 in total) during 2006.

It was observed that the NDWI2.13µm -values were relatively stable (i.e., maintaining an
average of ~0.7) during the winter season (i.e., between 1-11 period; 1 Jan. - 29 March)
due to the prevailing snow covers; and followed by a decreasing trend as a result of snow
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melting and reached to a minimum value [i.e., defined as the end of snow melting
(Delbart et al., 2005) or SGN stage (previous result)] before it started to increase again.

The average of NDWI2.13µm -values in comparison with the average ground-based CNF
observation periods at 114 lookout tower sites (shown in Figure 5.12a using dotted
vertical line) during 2006 was 0.523 with a standard deviation of 0.165. The frequency
distribution of the NDWI2.13µm thresholds revealed that they were in between 0.375-0.675
(i.e., approximately initial threshold ± 1 standard deviation) f or approximately 60% of
the times (see Figure 5.12b).

Upon varying the threshold in the range of “initial threshold ± 1 standard deviation” at
each 1/3rd standard deviation intervals, observed that the NDWI2.13µm threshold values of
0.525, 0.550, and 0.575 were predicting the CNF with similar agreements (i.e., ~54% at
±1 period deviation; see Figure 5.12c). These clearly indicated the insensitivity of the
NDWI2.13µm threshold in this range; thus considered 0.525 as the final NDWI2.13µm
threshold which was the closet to the initial threshold of 0.523.

The implementation of the final NDWI2.13µm threshold (i.e., 0.525) during the period
2007-2008 revealed that the deviations were within ±1 period for reasonable amount of
the times (i.e., 57.6% in 2007; 65.2% in 2008, and 61.4% in 2007-2008) (see Table 5.4
for more details).
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Figure 5.12: Determination of NDWI threshold for CNF occurrence; (a) averaged
temporal trends of NDWI at all of the lookout tower sites during 2006; and the
dotted vertical line shows the averaged ground-based CNF observation period; (b)
relative frequency of the NDWI at all of lookout tower sites; (c) implementation of
various NDWI threshold to determine the best threshold in predicting the CNF
period.
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Table 5.4: Relation between NDWI-based prediction and ground-based CNF
observation period at the lookout tower sites during 2007-2008 using the best NDWI
threshold of 0.525.

% of look-out towers
2007

2008

2007-08

(n =118)

(n =115)

(n =233)

0

25.4

33.9

29.6

±1

57.6

65.2

61.4

±2

67.8

75.6

71.7

±3

78.8

83.4

81.1

±4

82.2

85.1

83.7

±5

87.3

88.6

88

±6

90.7

92.1

91.4

≥±7

100

100

100

Deviation
(in periods)

The variability observed in the values of AGDD and NDWI2.13µm during the period of
ground observed CNF occurrence could be associated with one or assimilation of the
following factors:
(i) water stress (Royce and Barbour, 2001);
(ii) climatic conditions of previous season (Gamache and Payette, 2004; Dufour and
Morin, 2010); and
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(iii) genetic differences among inter and intra-species (Quiring, 1994; Weilgolaski,
1999; Tanja et al., 2003), etc.

The determined AGDD threshold of 200 degree days in this study was consistent with
other studies. As of:
(i) O’Reilly and Parker (1982) found that the mean AGDD-values of ‘bud flushing’
(i.e., the appearance of the buds before the CNF stage) for white and black and
spruce were on an average 91 and 150 degree days (with 5 °C base temperature)
respectively in northern Ontario;
(ii) Hannerz (1999) found that the AGDD requirements for needle flushing for
various clones of Norway spruce (Picea abies) in Sweden were 150-250 degree
days;
(iii) Man & Lu (2010) reported AGDD (with base temperature 5 °C) requirements on
an average to be 150 degree days with standard deviation of 56 degree days
(with a median of 179 degree days) for white spruce under various controlled
temperature treatments .
Note that all these studies were conducted under experimental setup; while this study
represented the observations over naturally occurring stands.

On the other hand, it was not possible to compare the determined NDWI2.13µm threshold
value with any other reported studies, as the implementation of NDWI2.13µm temporal
dynamics in determining the CNF stages were so far not found in the literature.
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According to analysis, it was found that the deviations were greater than ±1 period for
~32% of the times. The larger deviations (i.e., > ±1 periods) might have happened due to
the following reasons:
(i) the ground-based observations were subjective, and highly dependable on the
interpretation of the observer;
(ii) spatial resolution of MODIS-based prediction might not be always at the same
resolution of ground observation for all of the cases (Fisher and Mustard, 2007);
and
(iii) the implementation of a global AGDD threshold over the entire study area might
be unable to capture all of the variability (O’Reilly and Parker, 1982; Man and
Lu, 2010).

5.2.4 Integration of Both GDD and NDWI2.13µm Thresholds
The results from combining both of the predictors using logical ‘OR’ and ‘AND’
conditions in predicting CNF stage are shown in Table 5.5.

It revealed that the logical ‘OR’ produced the best results at ±1 period deviation (i.e.,
~68% of the times). It enhanced the predictability at:
(i) 0 period deviation-level (i.e., 28.2% of the times) in comparison to GDD
threshold (i.e., 20.2%);
(ii) ±1 period deviation-level (i.e., 68.7% of the time) in comparison to both GDD
(i.e., 57.1% of the time) and NDWI2.13µm thresholds (i.e., 61.4% of the time).
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On the contrary, the logical ‘AND’ were 21%, and 49.7% of the times at 0, and ±1 period
deviation respectively.

Table 5.5: Relation between the combination of AGDD- and NDWI-based
prediction and ground-based CNF observation period at the lookout tower sites
during 2007-2008.

% of look-out towers

Deviation
(in periods)

2007

2008

2007-08

(n=118)

(n=115)

(n=233)

"OR"

"AND"

"OR"

"AND"

"OR"

"AND"

0

22.9

23.7

34.8

18.3

28.8

21

±1

63.6

55.1

73.9

44.4

68.7
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The best observed results upon using logical ‘OR’ condition between GDD and
NDWI2.13µm thresholds might be associated with the shifting of positive deviations in
GDD-based predictions towards the zero deviation as a result of early prediction by
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NDWI2.13µm threshold. It would be the case where the conifer stands might respond to
relatively lower AGDD for needle flushing.

5.2.5 CNF Maps and Spatial Dynamics
As the best agreements were found by using logical ‘OR’ between the predictors, this
was employed in generating a CNF map over the conifer-dominant pixels during 20062008 as shown in Figure 5.13 to 5.15. Note that the model predictions are specific to
conifer species of white and/or black spruce; while the map shows predictions for the
entire conifer stands, assuming these two species are to be the dominating ones across the
landscape. The maps also show the location of two transects; namely a-b (east to west)
and c-d (north to south). The moving average of 10 consecutive pixels of CNF
occurrence period along transects and its variations over the three years of the study (i.e.,
2006-08) are shown in Figure 5.16.

During 2006, ~65.2% of the times CNF occurred in the range of 137-160 DOY (i.e., 17th
May to 9th June). In 2007, ~74.1% SGN occurrence was in range of 145-168 DOY (i.e.,
25th May to 17th June). While during 2008, it was observed that the ~75% of times CNF
stage occurred in between 153-176 DOY (i.e., 1st June to 24th June).
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Figure 5.13: CNF Map 2006; Spatial dynamics of CNF during 2008 over coniferdominant 9 natural sub-regions using the best predictor (i.e., logical ‘OR’ between
AGDD and NDWI thresholds), where the white area represents non coniferdominant natural sub-regions in Alberta; Also the location of two transects ‘a-b’
and ‘c-d’ are shown.
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Figure 5.14: CNF Map 2007; Spatial dynamics of CNF during 2008 over coniferdominant 9 natural sub-regions using the best predictor (i.e., logical ‘OR’ between
AGDD and NDWI thresholds), where the white area represents non coniferdominant natural sub-regions in Alberta; Also the location of two transects ‘a-b’
and ‘c-d’ are shown.
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Figure 5.15: CNF Map 2008; Spatial dynamics of CNF during 2008 over coniferdominant 9 natural sub-regions using the best predictor (i.e., logical ‘OR’ between
AGDD and NDWI thresholds), where the white area represents non coniferdominant natural sub-regions in Alberta; Also the location of two transects ‘a-b’
and ‘c-d’ are shown.
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Figure 5.16: The moving average of 10 consecutive pixels of CNF period occurrence
and its variations over the years of 2006-08 along the two transects: (a) a-b (east to
west); and (b) c-d (north to south).
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The relatively earlier CNF occurrences (≤152 DOY, i.e., before 01 June 2008) were
observed mainly in the natural sub-regions of dry mixedwood, lower foothills, and
portion of central mixedwood in the south. These are related to the fact that these regions
experience relatively warm temperature regimes (Dowing and Pettapiece, 2006).

On the other hand, the relatively delayed CNF occurrences (≥177 DOY, i.e., after 24 June
in 2008) were found to be in the high elevation regions (i.e., >750m above the mean sea
level), such as, Rocky Mountains, Caribou mountain, and Birch mountain (see Figure
5.13-5.15). These delayed CNF occurrences are expected as high elevations experience
relatively cooler temperature regimes and longer snow cover periods (Hassan et al.,
2007a; refer SGN Maps).

In general, the timing of the CNF occurrences was found to be increasing towards north
direction. It is consistent with decreasing tendency of the temperature and snow-melt
regimes in the northern hemisphere in the same direction (Hassan et al., 2007a; Akther
and Hassan, 2011).

During the period 2006-2008, the periods of CNF occurrence along the two transects (see
Figure 5.16), revealed that the CNF occurrence periods were variable. The moving
average trends revealed that the CNF occurrence was getting late for each year; from
about 19th period in 2006 to 22th period in 2008. These changes might be as a function of
climate change, however it requires more investigation to confirm which is beyond the
scope of this Thesis.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary
In this Thesis, the methods to delineate two of the boreal spring phenological stages were
developed by integrating: (i) ground-based measurements, (ii) phenological modeling,
and (iii) remote sensing-based techniques. More detailed descriptions associated with
these developments are summarized as follows:

Objective 1: “develop methods for determining SGN, and implement over Alberta in
generating the spatial dynamics”. In this phase of this research, the potential of four
MODIS-based indices (i.e., EVI, NDWI1.64µm, NDWI2.13µm, and NDSI) were evaluated
for determining SGN stages in Alberta. Initially, a qualitative evaluation over two forest
fire prone natural sub-regions were conducted and found that both of the NDWI’s had
better capabilities with compare to EVI and NDSI. Further investigation on NDWI’s, it
revealed that NDWI2.13µm could predict better (i.e. on an average ~66% of times within ±1
period of deviation during the period 2006-2008) the SGN stages in comparison with
NDWI1.64µm (i.e. ~51% of times within ±1 period of deviation). Thus, the temporal
dynamics of NDWI2.13µm were used to map SGN with spatial resolution of 500m at
landscape levels.

Objective 2: “develop methods for determining CNF, and implement over the conifer
dominant boreal forest stands in Alberta”. In this phase of study, the potential of
mapping CNF stage using MODIS-based two predictors (i.e., GDD and NDWI2.13µm) was
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evaluated over boreal-dominant regions in the Canadian province of Alberta. As a first
step, the implementation of an existing GDD-mapping method was explored with
appropriate calibration and validation procedures. This analysis showed reasonable
agreements (i.e., r2≈ 0.67) between the MODIS-derived values and the ground-based
estimates of the air temperature. It was then used to generate GDD-maps for the entire
province. The next step was to determine study-area specific thresholds for both AGDD
and NDWI2.13µm -values individually for CNF predictions. It was found that thresholds of
200 degree days AGDD-values and 0.525 NDWI2.13µm –values were the best ones.
Additionally, both of these individual thresholds were integrated using logical ‘OR’ and
‘AND’ combinations. Hence, it was demonstrated that the logical ‘OR’ produced the best
agreements (i.e. ~69% of times within ±1 period of deviation) in comparison to the
ground-based observations. These logical ‘OR’ were then used to map CNF with spatial
resolution of 500m at landscape levels.

6.2 Contribution to Science
The development(s) in this Thesis are primarily proof of concepts in determining two
phenological stages (i.e., SGN and CNF). Thus, the MODIS-based NDWI2.13µm and GDD
could be employed in predicting the variability of SGN and CNF stage at landscape level.
It would certainly be useful in the remote areas where the lookout towers are not
available. Specific contributions are as follows:
(i) It determines the best SWIR band in the NDWI formulation, and its
applicability’s in understanding the dynamics of both SGN and CNF over borealdominant forest regions.
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(ii) The implementation of remote sensing-based techniques is unique in mapping
CNF stages.
(iii)The study of vegetation phenology using remote sensing is a topical. However,
the application of remote sensing-based GDD is implemented so far for the first
time.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The developed techniques of this Thesis and their potential can be explored for further
enhancement in several ways; some of such recommendations are as follows:
(i) Usage: The developed techniques of SGN and CNF mapping may potentially be
incorporated in the framework of forest fire management as both of the
phenomenon of fire danger and fire behavior are highly related with the
vegetation phenological stages. These also may be useful to reconstruct
historical datasets of the phenological occurrences. Such datasets would largely
assist in associating the changes in the phenological stages due to changing
regimes of climate. However, in such scenarios it may be required to recalibrate
the various thresholds to accommodate the adaptation of the vegetation.
(ii) Temporal resolution: The temporal resolution of current MODIS-based products
used in the study was the standard 8-day. The usage of developed techniques
could be explored at finer resolutions of temporal coverage, such as 2 to 4 days
intervals.
(iii) Spatial resolution: The spatial resolution of the remote sensing-based GDD used
was at 1 Km. The usage potential of enhanced GDD [previously downscaled to
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the spatial resolutions of 250m and 27.5 m in some studies (Hassan et al., 2007a;
Hassan et al., 2007b)] could potentially be explored.
(iv) Ground-based observations: The potential of the developed techniques may be
furthered enhanced using ground based observation datasets; as of: (a) detailed
snow course data; and (b) diverse CNF records addressing entire range of
conifer species. However, that may require recalibration of the species specific
CNF occurrence thresholds.
(v) Specific thresholds: The global threshold level of NDWI and GDD for the CNF
occurrence over the entire province was used in this study. The potential of
regional (and further stand specific) thresholds may be explored to delineate the
CNF occurrence.
(vi) Climatic regimes: The various climatic factors (mainly, water regimes and
photoperiod) were assumed to be ignorable for the phenological modeling in this
study. Their inclusion and usage of complex phenological models may be
explored.
(vii) Base temperature: In this study 5°C was used as the base temperature in GDD
calculations, as it was assumed to be the temperature triggering the plant
physiology. However, the assumption might be requiring further and thorough
investigation, in particular to the northern forests.
(viii) Other biomes: The developed techniques could be useful for other biomes across
the world; however, it requires prior investigation and further validation before
such implementations.
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